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Persepolis book 1 quiz

In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. HomeStudy GuidesPersepolis: The story of a childhoodTest Yourself! - Quiz 1 Persépolis: The story of an upcoming childhood section is put to the test! - Quiz 2 Trial Questions Previous Section Buy Davis Study Guide, Lane.
Wang, Bella ed. Persépolis: The story of a childhood quiz. GradeSaver, August 20, 2010 Web. Cite this Page Navigation Study Guide on Persepolis: The Story of a Persepolis Childhood: The Story of a List of Characters Summary of Childhood Glossary Topics Dating and Analysis Summary and Analysis Repression and Expression in Iranian Art related to
Quizzes Quizzes Question Essay Questions - Try It Yourself! Dating Related Content Study Essays Q &amp; A Lesson Plan Marjane Satrapi Biography 50 Total Attempt Questions: 2765 How old is Marji during this story? What year did the Islamic Revolution take place? By the age of six marji was already sure it was what? How many years of tyranny and
submission did Marji's father say had taken place? On The Bicycle, what burned with people locked inside? Where's Marji's father going to protest the next day? Why does Persépolis love the king? He was told at school What explanation did his father give him of how his current king reached his position? The king promised to give away the oil of his chosen
country The other religious leaders chose him Who was the grandfather of Persépolis? What was the only meal available to the grandmother of Persépolis? What does Persepolis do when confused about adult reactions? She talks to her friends in La Carta, why did she feel shame in Persépolis? She had to go to work as a maid Understands the difference
between social classes that her mother works as a maid Why does Mehri's boyfriend stop seeing her? She found someone else to love, she found out she was the maid, the father of Persépolis who did to her, what do Mehri and Persépolis do in response? They plan to take revenge on him They plan an attack on their new girlfriend Salen to prove that the
next day they stay in the bedroom and cry all day at The Party what happens to the Shah? Everyone celebrates it with a toast in The Heroes What were Jari and Shakiba arrested for being? Helping the Shah escape the mothers of Persepolis' brother of Persepolis, brother of parents A family friend who got out of jail What made Marjane happy in Moscow The
revolution was winning There were heroes in his family in The Sheep What did he want to call the Republic? What happened to many of Marjane's family and friends? They were forced to leave the country or be killed They went to the United States What was the percentage of people who voted for religious leaders? What happened to Siamak's sister? Did
you hide Siamak and escape with the sheep Marjane visits in prison? Which embassy is occupied when the war (Click Read More to view the questionnaire) If something is wrong, please let me know in the comments or use the Contact Us link above. Thank you! Persépolis Practice Quiz This will test your basic knowledge of the graphic novel Persépolis
written by Marjane Satrapi. QuestionYour answer: Correct answer: You SCORE_CORRECT from SCORE_TOTAL old test: Click here
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